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and uses all available space in your drive. you need to have at least around 7gb free space to install. inside, you will find the ndsdecrypted_v3ds_sd_v0.9.3.zip file, which is the decrypted 3ds version 0.3 of the citra emulator. this version is more compact than version 0.2, but the installation process is the same. inside, you will find the
ndsdecrypted_v3ds_sd_v0.9.4.zip file, which is the decrypted 3ds version 0.4 of the citra emulator. this version is more compact than version 0.3, but the installation process is the same. inside, you will find the ndsdecrypted_v3ds_sd_v0.9.5.zip file, which is the decrypted 3ds version 0.5 of the citra emulator. this version is more compact than version
0.4, but the installation process is the same.
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